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Numerical modelling the unsteady process of closed
rectangular area radiant heating in conjugate formulation with
accounting energy distribution along horizontal and vertical
enclosure structures
A.E. Neea
Tomsk Polytechnic University, Lenin Str., 30, 634050 Tomsk, Russia

Annotation. Mathematical modelling of unsteady convective-conductive heat exchange in
premises, heated by infrared radiant heater is passed. Heat flux density from infrared radiant
heater was calculated accounting energy distribution along horizontal and vertical building
envelope. Comparison between zonal method and Lambert’s law radiant energy distribution
was done.

Introduction
The expedience of radiant heating systems using is described in detail in many papers both Russian [1]
and foreign scientists [2]. At the same time, the experimental study of premises heating by gas
infrared radiator (GIR) requires considerable means consumption, so in some cases using mathematical
modelling methods is more preferred.
Mathematical modelling of conductive – convective heat transfer in the conjugate formulation [3, 4]
is a priority for such problems, because models based on the heat balance of premises [5] do not
show the dynamics of heat transfer completely. Introduced algorithm for calculating the radiant heating
systems [6] does not account convective streams of air and heat conduction of enclosure structures. In
study [7] a calculation of GIR heat conduction only with multi – layer roof construction was done. In
the mathematical model of conductive – convective unsteady heat transfer process of radiant heating
one of the internal borders of closed rectangular area in the conjugate formulation [8] was assumed that
the heat flux was evenly distributed along the inner surfaces.
The aim this study is the numerical simulation the unsteady process of closed rectangular area radiant
heating in conjugate formulation with accounting energy distribution along horizontal and vertical
enclosure structures.
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Figure 1. Solution domain: 1– air; 2 – enclosure structures; 3 – gas infrared radiator (symbolic notation).

Problem formulation and solution method
The boundary value problem of conjugate heat transfer in area consisting of six rectangular subdomains
(Fig. 1) is considered. Heat insulation conditions were adopted at external borders. At internal borders
“air – enclosure structures”, “air – heat supply object” are the fourth type boundary conditions.
Assumptions that thermal properties of air and enclosure structures don’t depend on temperature
are introduced. Flow regime is laminar. The air is considered as an incompressible Newtonian fluid
satisfying the Boussinesq approximation and absolutely transparent for thermal radiation. Total radiant
flux coming from the GIR can be represented as the sum of heat fluxes values of which were determined
by zonal method as shown in [6].
Investigated process is described by the unsteady Navier – Stokes equations for the air and the heat
conduction equation for the building envelopes. Motion, continuity and energy equations were reduced
to dimensionless form. As the scale distance was chosen the length of the gas cavity.
To reduce the system of equations to dimensionless form were used the following relations:
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where: x,y – dimensional coordinates, m; X,Y – dimensionless coordinates; (L – 2l1) – the gas cavity
length along x axis; t – time, s; t0 – time scale;  – dimensionless time; u,v – velocities along x,y
axes respectively; U, V – dimensionless velocities; Vnc – velocity scale (natural convection velocity);
 – dimensionless temperature; T0 – air, buildings envelopes and radiant infrared heater temperatures
in initial time; Th – temperature on infrared heater surface;  – stream function, m2 /s; 0 – stream
function scale;  – dimensional analog of ;  – velocity vortex, 1/s; 0 – velocity vortex scale;
 – dimensional analog of .
Dimensionless equations of Navier – Stokes and energy in variables “vorticity  – stream function
 – temperature ” are as follows [3, 8]:
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Figure 2. Fields of temperature (a) and stream function (b) ( = 3600) with Lambert’s law radiant energy
distribution.
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where: ∇ – Nabla operator; Ra – Rayleigh number; Pr – Prandtl number; Fo – Fourier number.
The initial conditions for the system of Eqs. (1)–(4):
1 (X, Y , 0) = 0; 1 (X, Y , 0) = 0; 1 (X, Y , 0) = 0; 2 (X, Y , 0) = 0;
The boundary conditions for Eqs. (1) – (4):
at the outer boundaries of solution domain:
X = 0, X = 1, 0 < Y ≤ 1 :
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Equations (1) – (4) with the corresponding initial and boundary conditions were solved by applying
the finite difference method, as in [3]. Locally one scheme of A.A. Samarskiy was used for equations
approximation (1), (3) – (4) [9]. Approximation of Poisson’s equation was done by the scheme of
variable directions [9]. Woods condition [9] was used to determine the boundary conditions for the
vortex velocity. One – dimensional difference analogues were solved by the sweep method [9]. In order,
to evaluate the computational modeling results reliability, the conservatism of the difference scheme
was checked analogously to [10].
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Figure 3. Fields of temperature (a) and stream function (b) ( = 3600), zonal method (decomposition of enclosure
structures inner surfaces into 5 zones).

Figure 4. Fields of temperature (a) and stream function (b) ( = 3600), zonal method (decomposition of enclosure
structures inner surfaces into 11 zones).

The results of the numerical simulation
The following values of dimensionless criteria were assumed: Rayleigh number Ra = 106 ; Prandtl
number Pr=0.71; Kirpichev numbers Ki1 = 60, Ki2 = 10, Ki3 = 9, Ki4 = 8, Ki5 = 6, Ki6 = 3.
The problem is solved for three variants of modeling of radiant heat transfer. The results are shown
on pictures 2, 3 and 4. Axes dimensions were plotted in meters.
Comparing the fields of temperature and stream function a conclusion can be done, that the motion
nature of the air flow is the same for the three considering variants. Temperature fields differ from each
other because the proportion of energy absorbed by individual surfaces is different. Figures 3 and 4
show that a significant energy proportion comes to the border y = h1, l2 < x < l3, parallel to the GIR.
In the case of Lambert’s law radiant energy distribution with increasing angle of radiation from GIR the
intensity decreases smoothly.
Temperatures distribution along the y axis at x = 0.4 and x = 4 in cavity filled with air are shown
on Figs. 5 and 6.
Figure 5 shows that the temperature drop along of the gas cavity height is smoothly to the interface
“air – enclosure structure”. Maximum temperature gradient is reached at the line 3. It can be explained
that the intensity of radiant energy directed to the lower horizontal boundary is considerably less than in
the other cases (lines 1, 2).
A noticeable difference in temperature distribution along the vertical building envelope is at line
1. This is due to the fact that the heat flux intensity directed to the vertical building envelopes is
significantly higher for the case of Lambert’s law radiant energy distribution.
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Figure 5. Temperature distribution along the y axis at x = 0.4 in cavity filled with air (1 – Lambert’s law; 2 – zonal
method (5 zone); 3 – zonal method (11 zone)).

Figure 6. Temperature distribution near the solid wall along the y axis at x = 0.4 in cavity filled with air (1Lambert’s law; 2 – zonal method (5 zone); 3 – zonal method (11 zone)).

Conclusion
Unsteady process of closed rectangular area radiant heating in conjugate formulation with accounting
energy distribution along horizontal and vertical enclosure structures is numerically investigated. The
results comparison (Figs. 2, 3, 4) showed that the air flow motion nature depends weakly from the
magnitude of the radiant flux directed to the individual surfaces of enclosure structures.
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